
INTERSTUHL.COM

GERMAN INNOVATION

BETTER PERFORMANCE 
IN THE OFFICE THANKS TO 

EFFICIENT SEATING.



is an Australian owned contract office furniture 

company, specialising in the manufacture, supply 

and installation of commercial furniture solutions 

to the corporate, hospitality and retail sectors. Ba-

sed in St Peters, Sydney, Emanate Design works 

with clients throughout on a national basis, we 

have representation in most of the capiotol cities. 

We provide the architectural and design communi-

ty with contemporary locally made and imported 

products such as the highly respected range of 

German seating from Interstuhl, along with work-

stations, office chairs and desks, ergonomic chairs, 

executive furniture, filing and storage, lounge and 

reception furniture, retail, clean room/laboratory 

seating and hospitality furniture. Emanate Design 

can provide high-end commercial furniture to all 

clients at all budget levels.

Emanate Design focuses strongly on the Interstuhl 

range but also develops locally designed interior 

office furniture solutions. There are many diffe-

rent needs when it comes to contract commercial 

furniture and it is our intention to cover all of the-

se areas in a well-designed and highly functional 

manner.
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says it all. The Interstuhl brand is synonymous 

with particularly high-performance seating that 

enhances well-being and enjoyment at work. All 

of our products are characterised by intelligent and 

innovative technology. They all feature the typical 

Interstuhl look and feel – we call it “Esthetic”. 

All of our products are also efficient in the best sense 

of the word – both ecologically and economically. They 

protect our most valuable resource: Our personnel. 

The Interstuhl brand covers all types of seating for 

the office environment. The product range spans 

from office swivel chairs and visitor chairs to arm-

chairs, seminar and conference equipment, seating 

for waiting rooms and reception areas, all the way 

through to open-plan seating.

Interstuhl is a pioneer in successful workplace com-

munication beyond the desk. 

“ENJOY SEATING PERFORMANCE”
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ONE COMPANY,  
TWO BRANDS, ONE OBJECTIVE: SEATING EXCELLENCE.

 
Interstuhl provides a  

10-year guarantee  
for all its products.

Managing Directors: Helmut Link and Joachim Link
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Nominierung zum
Designpreis

der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland
2006 & 2008

gold medal
BIURO 2007

Poznan

SILVER 162SSILVER 100S SILVER 262SSILVER 362S

Design: Hadi Teherani AG

SILVER 
THE CHAIR AMONG CHAIRS.

SILVER PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Office swivel chairs, swivel armchairs, 
visitor chairs and conference chairs
}	Highest quality leather
}	Brushed aluminium parts
}	Adjustable seat height
}	Can be adjusted to the user’s weight, 
 approx. 50–120 kg
}	Swivel armchairs and chairs with 
 synchronous mechanism
}	Matching stools

Modern design dictates. Modern design creates freedom. New ideas are 

conceived without restrictions. The joy and curiosity in seeing the result 

of a new aesthetic form and function is the driving force behind SILVER.
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VINTAGEIS5 24V4VINTAGEIS5 27V4 VINTAGEIS5 11V7VINTAGEIS5 32V4

Design: Volker Eysing, Kiel

VINTAGEIS5

ENGINEERED FOR EXCELLENCE.

Swivel armchair 
}	Smart Motion Technology, lockable
}	Auto-Flow armrest/3D armrest/loop armrest
} Lumbar support with adjustable height and depth 
} Management upholstery with channel quilting    
}	Can be adjusted to the user’s weight with multiple settings
}	Dynamic seat tilt

The elegant VINTAGEIS5 product series is opening up a new dimension 

in terms of stylistic confidence. The combination of elegance, intelli-

gence and consistency is unique. The innovative character is typical of 

the entire line of chairs and is impressive in every version – from the 

swivel chair in the office to the swivel armchair at management level 

right through to conference situations.

VINTAGEIS5 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:
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VINTAGEIS5 11V7VINTAGEIS5 14V0VINTAGEIS5 1V61VINTAGEIS5 24V4

Design: Volker Eysing, Kiel

VINTAGEIS5

ENGINEERED FOR EXCELLENCE.

Swivel armchair 
}	Closed back shell/open back shell  
   with aluminium finish
}	Loop armrest / loop armrest with embedded leather pad
} Rocking motion, lockable
} Turnable column with return motion
} Seat height adjustment

Perfection on every level. An idea is only ever as good as the quality 

of its implementation. This applies to the conference chairs from the 

 VINTAGEIS5 range, from the first time you set eyes on them to the moment 

you take a seat. All conference versions are available with a seat height 

adjustment mechanism and automatic return. Various different backrest 

versions are also available.

VINTAGEIS5 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:
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VINTAGEIS5 16V2VINTAGEIS5 17V7 VINTAGEIS5 17V2VINTAGEIS5 17V7

Design: Volker Eysing, Kiel

VINTAGEIS5

ENGINEERED FOR EXCELLENCE.

Comfort with a sophisticated style. Sitting comfortably makes it easier  

to concentrate. A demanding environment also provides additional 

motivation to perform well. VINTAGEIS5 combines a sleek design with 

unique comfort and makes you feel at ease from the moment you sit 

down. 

Office swivel chairs
}	Smart Motion Technology, lockable
}	Auto-Flow armrest/3D armrest/loop armrest
}	Mesh version: Bionic effect thanks to latex printing 
}		Upholstered version: Lumbar support with adjustable 

height and depth  
}		Can be adjusted to the user’s weight with multiple 

 settings, 45–130 kg
}	Dynamic seat tilt

VINTAGEIS5 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:
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PUREIS3 PU213 PUREIS3 PU213 PUREIS3 PU113 PUREIS3 PU213

Design: B4K Andreas Krob + Joachim Brüske

PUREIS3 
READY. SIT. GO!

With its PUREIS3, Interstuhl is introducing movement to the world of work 

and making a statement against sedentary lifestyles – a three-dimensional  

sitting experience for each and every situation. In addition, the chair can 

be used immediately by anyone, anywhere, without the need for further 

adjustments. In light of this, the name “PUREIS3” typifies the main features 

of the chair: PUREIS3 is simple, straightforward and functional, and has 

thus been innovatively reduced to the bare essentials.

PUREIS3 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Office swivel chairs
}	Smart-Spring technology
}	Classic mechanism no longer required 
}		Flexible seat with side tilt and flexibility  

in the upper backrest 
}		Automatically adjusts to the user’s  

weight, 45–120 kg
}	Fixed armrest
}	Optional 3D armrest
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PUREIS3 PU113 PUREIS3 PU213PURES3 PU113 PUREIS3 PU113

Design: B4K Andreas Krob + Joachim Brüske

PUREIS3 
READY. SIT. GO!

With its PUREIS3, Interstuhl is introducing movement to the world of work 

and making a statement against sedentary lifestyles – a three- dimensional 

sitting experience for each and every situation. In addition, the chair can 

be used immediately by anyone, anywhere, without the need for further 

adjustments. In light of this, the name “PUREIS3” typifies the main features 

of the chair: PUREIS3 is simple, straightforward and functional, and has 

thus been innovatively reduced to the bare essentials.

PUREIS3 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Office swivel chairs
}	Smart-Spring technology
}	Classic mechanism no longer required 
}		Flexible seat with side tilt and flexibility  

in the upper backrest 
}		Automatically adjusts to the user’s  

weight, 45–120 kg
}	Fixed armrest 
}	Optional 3D armrest
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MOVYIS3 14M3 MOVYIS3 23M3MOVYIS3 13M3 MOVYIS3 56M0

Design: Andreas Krob + Joachim Brüske, Wolfhalden + Berlin

A good design can be felt in your whole body. MOVYIS3 combines  

design and aesthetics with form and function at an entirely new level. 

Lightweight, dynamic, unmistakeable: MOVYIS3 is synonymous with 

weightlessness, transparency and an attractive design that enhances 

your work and living space. Make the extraordinary a permanent feature 

of your office furnishing. Make a statement – simply by sitting down.

MOVYIS3 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

MOVYIS3 

ALL EYES ON THE DESIGN.  
AND A FOCUS ON FUNCTION.

Office swivel chairs, swivel armchairs
}		Autofit mechanism or synchronous 

mechanism, lockable, 45–120 kg
}	Optional with synchronous Flextech   
 mechanism  Increases the range of
 lateral motion by up to four times.

Visitor chairs and conference chairs
}	Tubular steel frame (except 16M0)
}		Plastic seat shell with integrated 

 armrests
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MOVYIS3 23M3 MOVYIS3 16M0

Design: Andreas Krob + Joachim Brüske, Wolfhalden + Berlin

Anyone who achieves great things will also expect outstanding perfor-

mance elsewhere – and that’s exactly what MOVYIS3 delivers in both 

design and function. The comfort it provides is redefining seating. 

Whether you choose the swivel armchair with comfort upholstery or 

the conference chair – MOVYIS3 takes care of your well-being and gives 

you the lift you need as a high flyer.

MOVYIS3 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

MOVYIS3 

ALL EYES ON THE DESIGN.  
AND A FOCUS ON FUNCTION.

Office swivel chairs, swivel armchairs
}		Autofit mechanism or synchronous 

mechanism, lockable, 45–120 kg
}	Optional with synchronous Flextech   
 mechanism  Increases the range of  
 lateral motion by up to four times.

Visitor chairs and conference chairs
}	Tubular steel frame (except 16M0)
}		Plastic seat shell with integrated 

 armrests
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GOAL-AIR 570GGOAL-AIR 175GGOAL-AIR 172G

Design: Industrieformen Piorek, Wiesbaden

GOAL-AIR
ATTRACTIVE. FRESH. VERSATILE.

GOAL-AIR PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Office swivel chairs, swivel armchairs
}	Synchronous mechanism, lockable
}		Can be adjusted to the user’s weight 

with multiple settings, 45–130 kg
}	Adjustable backrest height
}	3D woven mesh cover

Visitor chairs
}	Tubular steel frame
}	Armrest, plastic

The new generation of office swivel chairs: Refreshing in terms of design 

options and colours, transparent in every configuration, economical from 

the word go. Fits seamlessly and unobtrusively into your office environ-

ment, workplace or home. GOAL-AIR is versatile and inspires producti-

vity with its slimline, sporty design. GOAL-AIR is the chair for achievers.
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GOAL 102G GOAL 302G GOAL 400GGOAL 152G

Design: Industrieformen Piorek, Wiesbaden

GOAL is the high-quality, all-inclusive solution for daily, ergonomic relaxa-

tion. The classic chair for refuelling while working. It makes everyday work 

a breeze and creates a space where ideas can be turned into something 

successful. An office chair that wants to please everybody. And one that 

can. Its versions are as diverse as those who sit in it.

GOAL PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Office swivel chairs, swivel armchairs
}		Can be adjusted to the user’s weight 

with multiple settings, 45–130 kg
}	Adjustable backrest height
}		Rear of backrest with plastic cover, 

black
}	Optional with synchronous Flextech   
 mechanism  Increases the range of   
 lateral motion by up to four times.

Visitor chairs
}	Tubular steel frame

GOAL
SIMPLY BRILLIANT!
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EVERYIS1 146E EVERYIS1 182EEVERYIS1 182EEVERYIS1 172E

Design: ID AID, Sven von Boetticher, Stuttgart

EVERYIS1 
EVERYBODY. EVERY TIME. EVERYWHERE. 

EVERYIS1 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Swivel chairs 
}	Mesh or Chillback backrest,  
 various colours
}	White or black frame
}	Upholstered seat
}		Can be adjusted to the user’s  

weight with multiple settings  
(with synchronous mechanism), 
40–120 kg

Individual versatility, excellent design, maximum comfort. For everybody, 

every time, everywhere. That is the stipulation behind the development of 

EVERYIS1. As a simple office swivel chair, EVERYIS1 is perfect for the office 

of the future, where workplaces will become more mobile, adaptable and 

modular. It embodies a new simplicity in seating – intuitive and innovative 

at the same time. It follows the movements of your body and, if necessary, 

can move with you to the next room: The office is wherever you are.

}		Various upholstery types and  
materials available

}	Optional with synchronous Flextech  
 mechanism  Increases the range of  
 lateral motion by up to four times.
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EVERYIS1 182EEVERYIS1 182E

Design: ID AID, Sven von Boetticher, Stuttgart

EVERYIS1 
EVERYBODY. EVERY TIME. EVERYWHERE. 

EVERYIS1 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Swivel chairs 
}	Mesh-covered backrest,  
 various colours
}	White or black frame
}	Upholstered seat

Individual versatility, excellent design, maximum comfort. For everybody, 

every time, everywhere. That is the stipulation behind the development of 

EVERYIS1. As a simple office swivel chair, EVERYIS1 is perfect for the office 

of the future, where workplaces will become more mobile, adaptable and 

modular. It embodies a new simplicity in seating – intuitive and innovative 

at the same time. It follows the movements of your body and, if necessary, 

can move with you to the next room: The office is wherever you are.

}		Can be adjusted to the user’s  
weight with multiple settings  
(with synchronous mechanism), 
40–120 kg

}		Various upholstery types and 
 materials available

}	Optional with synchronous Flextech  
 mechanism  Increases the range of  
 lateral motion by up to four times.
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BUDDYIS3 570BBUDDYIS3 550B BUDDYIS3 470BBUDDYIS3 270B

Design: ID AID, Sven von Boetticher, Stuttgart

BUDDYIS3 
COME TOGETHER.

Visitor chairs, stackable
}	Mesh-covered backrest
}	Upholstered seat
}	Tubular steel frame
}		Various upholstery types  

and materials available

Conference chairs 
}		Mesh or Chillback backrest, 

various colours
}	Upholstered seat
}	Rocking motion, lockable
}	Adjustable seat height
}		Various upholstery types and 

materials available

Bringing people together requires character without being do-

minating. BUDDYIS3 does this with ease. Perfect harmony in  

every situation. Clear visual lines with practical details. Practical and 

versatile. Full of character with maximum comfort. Lightness, timeless 

freshness and an intelligent overall concept are what characterise this 

range of chairs.

BUDDYIS3 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:
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VLEGSIS3 V100K VLEGSIS3 V8014VLEGSIS3 V100KVLEGSIS3 V100K

Design: Martin Ballendat

VLEGSIS3 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Visitor chairs (stackable)
}	Steel frame, chrome-plated 
}		Upholstered or non-upholstered seat 

shells in wood and plastic, various 
colours

VLEGSIS3 is a stackable row chair for seminar, conference and event spaces 

as well as educational establishments and canteens. Unique to this 

chair is the use of an elegant elliptical pipe, which is bent at an angle of  

60 degrees. The practical advantage of this is that the classic V-frames 

align and secure themselves when the chairs are stacked.

Stacking tables
}	Steel frame, chrome-plated
}	Table top (particle board), 20 mm
}		Various shapes and surfaces 

available

VLEGSIS3  
CLASSIC SHAPE,  

UNIQUE CHARACTER.
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KINETICIS5 705KKINETICIS5 700K KINETICIS5 736KKINETICIS5 710K

Design: Andreas Krob + Joachim Brüske, Wolfhalden + Berlin

Everything in life involves movement,and it has done from the very 

beginning. It does us good, keeps us fresh – in mind and body. Mo-

vement changes us, stimulates us, gives us strength, concentration,  

motivation. Office spaces are first and foremost spaces where move-

ment takes place. That’s why we developed KINETICIS5 – For a new, 

dynamic working environment.

KINETICIS5 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

KINETICIS5  
THE MOBILE OFFICE  

KEEP YOUR OFFICE MOVING.

Barstools
}	Metal parts – aluminium
}	Various upholstery types  
and materials available

Standing tables
}	Metal parts – aluminium
}	Various surfaces and materials available
}	Fixed or folding table top

Standing Bench (CURVEIS1)
}	Surface in premium white
}	Three different lengths
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UPIS1 100U + 150UUPIS1 100U UPIS1 100UUPIS1 100U

Design: ID AID, Sven von Boetticher, Stuttgart

A good posture encourages fresh ideas. With UPIS1, both sitting and 

thinking are dynamic: The intelligent multipurpose stool moves with 

its user – whether they’re having a spontaneous chat, workshop, 

meeting or brainstorming session. This keeps the user mobile and the 

agenda flexible.

UPIS1 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Multipurpose stools
	Height adjustable via hand strap
	Available in six trendy colours
	Soft seat inlay in basalt grey
	Anti-slip, rounded baseplate
	Cushions in 14 colour versions 

UPIS1 
KEEP MOVING!
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LEMONIS5 LM740 LEMONIS5 LM740 LEMONIS5 LM750 LEMONIS5 LM740

Club chair
}	High safety standards assured by GS mark
}	Lockable rocking mechanism
} Various leather and fabric colours to choose from
} Custom-combine different materials/colours for the seat and backrest
} 4- or 5-star base made of aluminium, walnut or oak
} With glides or double castors
} Seat shell with integrated armrests

LEMONIS5 unites timeless design and flexible dynamics. The multifa-

ceted club chair can be used in a wide range of environments and is 

available with a classy aluminium star base or an elegant wooden base 

frame. The LEMONIS5 can be optionally fitted with a smooth responsive 

rocking mechanism. This – together with the ability to adjust the seat 

height – means that the chair can be used at both sofa height, which is 

normal for a club chair, and at a conventional table height.

LEMONIS5 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

LEMONIS5

VERSATILITY THAT INSPIRES!
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TANGRAMIS5 T540 TANGRAMIS5 T510

Design: Andreas Krob + Joachim Brüske, Wolfhalden + Berlin

TANGRAMIS5 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Seat/stool/table element, cushions
}	Polished aluminium metal parts
}	Left-hand and right-hand seating element
}	Upholstered stool
}	Cushion
}	Height adjustable table, white or black surface
}	Infinite configuration options

TANGRAMIS5 connects. Wherever people are waiting, meeting informally 

or working together. The secret lies in the dynamic combination of ele-

ments that all play a distinct role – for sitting, connecting and separating 

– and in the design that requires just a few cleverly devised modules. 

Enhanced by a range of accessories, TANGRAM IS5 makes work easier.

TANGRAMIS5

JUST CONNECT.

TANGRAMIS5 T520 (left-hand element)

TANGRAMIS5 T530 (right-hand element)
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NESTYIS3 N1148 NESTYIS3 N5012NESTYIS3 N5012

Design: Justus Kolberg, Hamburg

NESTYIS3

PRACTICAL.

Folding/stackable table
}	Folding and stackable – easy to fold using the handle
}	Castors that adjust to different surface heights and can be 
locked where necessary
}	Steel tubular frame, oval
}	Can be connected without tools (optional)
}	Can be connected to a power supply
}		Various shapes, sizes and table surfaces available

Workspaces that need to become multifunctional, variable and stylish 

spaces for changing requirements call for intelligent furniture – such 

as NESTYIS3. Quick and easy to assemble, this multifunctional folding 

table system can face any challenge, anytime, anywhere. Designed to 

give innovative work processes an optimum structure.

NESTYIS3 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:
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SENSOR S 4.0SENSOR S 4.0

ERWACHSENE
SITZEN BIS ZU 60 PROZENT

IHRES TAGES

SCHLAFEN

FRÜHSTÜCK

HINFAHRT

ARBEITEN

MITTAGSPAUSE

ARBEITEN

RÜCKFAHRT

ABENDESSEN

SPORT

FERNSEHEN

Design: Interstuhl & Garmin

S 4.0 is the active sitting solution from Interstuhl, developed in coo-

peration with Garmin. S 4.0 brings movement to the workplace: The 

application offers feedback on the user’s personal sitting habits, easy 

office workouts and regular reminders for the user to adjust their po-

sture. In this way, S 4.0 makes sitting more active and more balanced.

S 4.0 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Sensor technology + desktop application:
	Analysis of sitting habits
	Feedback on individual sitting habits
	Reminders to adjust posture regularly for balance
	Daily suggestion for an easy office workout
		Guidance on how to adjust the swivel chair for an ergonomically 
correct posture

		Personal development through daily comparison and review of 
sitting history

	Motivation to continually improve sitting habits

S 4.0 
ACTIVE SITTING SOLUTION.
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MORE INFORMATION  
ON INTERSTUHL

We reserve the right to technical modifications. Content may contain typographical errors. 
09/2019

Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 7436 871 0
Fax +49 (0) 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com

Emanate Design Pty Ltd
1/19 Unwins Bridge Road
St Peters
New South Wales Australia 2044
Phone: 02 9517 4093
Fax: 02 9516 2017
mn8design.com


